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This puzzle starts out solved. Your job is to scramble the colored balls, then place them back into their matching colored slots. Countless setups provide endless fun.

**INCLUDES:**
- 1 Spinning Disc
- 35 Colored Balls in Nine Colors

**The Object:**
Place all of the colored balls in their matching colored slots.

**Steps to Play:**
1. Scramble the 35 colored balls. Use the open space to pass the balls from front to back, up and down, and around in the slot. Spin the discs to pass the balls from slot to slot.
2. Switch one ball at a time to get each colored piece back to its matching colored slot.
3. When all the colored balls are in their matching colored slots—YOU WIN!

**About the Inventor:**
Back Spin was invented by Dutch puzzle wizard Ferdinand, who is also the inventor of Top Spin and Brick By Brick.